Windows, Doors, Conservatories & Orangeries

‘Choices’ takes glass performance seriously
Modern glass technology allows glass to be used for so much more than something to look through. We
have carried out tests on a wide range of our products, so we are able to advise whatever the requirement.

Three ways in which glass can transform a home:

1

Noise Reduction
Glass can be used to
reduce noise

Choose the right specification and
you can reduce the noise coming
through the windows and achieve a
decibel reduction of up to 43dB.

2

Solar Control
Glass can generate
too much heat

By using solar controlled glazing,
heat gain and glare can be reduced.

3

Energy Saving
Glass can be used to reduce heat loss
Our standard Energy Ratings / ‘U’ values are already excellent.
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Further enhancements are available by:
3 alternative glass specification
3 alternative frame specification

‘Choices’ Enhanced Glazing
‘A Rated’ Standard Windows
Standard windows are currently to the BRFC ‘A’ Energy Rating using
double glazed ‘Ecoclear’ sealed units with planitherm soft coat low ‘E’,
warm edge spacer and Argon gas.
This combination gives a centre pane ‘U’ Value of 1.2 and the overall
‘U’ Value of 1.4
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range to help reduce heating costs
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‘TRIPLE A’ sealed units for our 70mm range of profiles.
A 36mm triple glazed unit with two skins of Planithern, warm
edge spacers and Argon gas, giving a centre pane ‘U‘ Value of
0.8 and an overall ‘U‘ Value of 1.1.

‘Triple A’ ULTRA
Our most recent energy saving product is the
‘TRIPLE A ULTRA’ 44mm sealed unit for our 70mm Rehau range
- giving a centre pane ‘U‘ Value of 0.53 and an overall
‘U‘ Value of 0.8.
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Triple Glazing
Another step forward in glazing excellence

3 Reduces heat loss
3 Reduces condensation
3 Improves acoustic performance
Why not consider the other collections available from
Windows, Doors, Conservatories & Orangeries manufactured from state of the art
PVCU and Aluminium for Domestic and Commercial properties.

